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Dear Ms Ellison.

Wandsworth Friends of the Earth is the local branch of a National and international 
organisation that monitors and campaigns for environmental issues. Our intention is to 
think globally and act locally. While we are sure that your party manifesto will touch on 
nature and the environment we are keen to learn the extent that you personally see these 
areas of concern as among your priorities.


We appreciate that you will have a great deal to do at the moment, however, we would be 
keen in particular, to learn of your and your party’s attitude to

• making sure we keep and improve all the EU laws currently protecting our health and 

environment.

• backing a permanent ban on neonicotinoid pesticides that harm bees. 

• backing urgent action to meet our climate change targets; promote renewable energy 

and support the banning of fracking.

• a commitment to urgently ending the illegal air pollution crisis and the phasing  out of 

diesel vehicles by 2025.


Local issues for Wandsworth on which we would like to learn of your position and 
proposals are:


• The third runway at Heathrow (We see no advantages in increasing air traffic from either 
a noise pollution point of view or meeting climate change mitigation targets).


• The need to promote a substantial shift to walking and cycling as appropriate modes of 
travel from the point of view of the wellbeing of adults and children alike and 
contributing to a reduction of air pollution on our streets to legal levels.


• Protection, preservation and enhancement of our trees and green spaces within the the 
constituency and protection of mature trees and shrubs from short term, cost cutting 
approaches to cultivation and maintenance 


We would be most interested in your response to the points raised here and look forward 
to hearing from you at your earliest convenience and certainly before the election 

on June 8. 


Friends of the Earth, as an organisation, does not support any political party, but is 
committed to bringing to the fore concerns for our natural and man made environment 
that have deep and long term effects on the quality of life, but which can be in danger of 
being swamped by seemingly more pressing but short term worries about jobs, security 
and taxation. 


Terence Brown

Coordinator, Wandsworth Group, Friends of the Earth


